


Commencement (Black 
and Gold)

It was not a night for miracles. They weren’t necessary, the Pentecostal days 
were passed and it seemed there would never be such a generation again. Changes 
were about and, while environments and situations could potentially evolve, there 
was nothing left in Glynn County quite as timeworn as miracles. Miracles sug-
gested a caring, active God, rather than the One that was found in Glynn. That 
God was inactive, unless He was doling out disappointments to those who both-
ered to present an empty palm or a half-lived psalm. Obese grey clouds wobbled 
sluggishly through the black sky in place of  postmortem religious phenomena, sug-
gesting that even the heavens agreed.

A single star peeked through, growing brighter as the darkness increased.

The humid heat of  early summer storms filled the space beneath the star, en-
cumbering the Georgia earth while a cool, moist wind danced in defiance to the 
temperature. It swirled in the upper branches of  the southeastern oaks and found 
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delight along the expansive island beach that nudged the marshes and widening 
ocean.

The doctor appeared patient, which was her intent if  not her truth. Patience 
was never her virtue. And the Vice President was late according to the agreed 
schedule. The Secret Service had been crawling the grounds for close to three 
hours, and her pumps had been sinking in the sand for at least sixty of  those min-
utes. Eventually the air and sand found raucous excitement in the arrival of  ar-
mored helicopters and her wait was rewarded.

“Welcome to the laboratory, Mr. Vice President,” she greeted him, and they 
shook hands. “The message expressly stated that you wouldn’t have time for a 
tour, but I do have people standing by-”

“I’m sure you do, Doctor.”

Her eyes narrowed, but she continued. “In our emailed correspondence it 
wasn’t clear to me what-”

“Perhaps you should have asked it, Doctor.”

“Respectfully, sir, I asked several times if  you-”

“It would have been pleasant to have received an invitation from you before 
this visit became necessary,” he said casually, eyes raking over the beach’s foliage. 
The laboratory was well concealed, but he seemed to be making a point of  avoid-
ing eye contact. Not because he was guilty of  something, but because she was.

“Any...invitation that I could offer has stood since we first opened our doors. 
When you came into office-”

“You’ve been here since the doors opened, haven’t you, Doctor? All fourteen 
years?”

“Longer, sir. I’ve been with the Human Genome Laboratory since it was con-
ceived.”

“Mmm.”
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She stood there, patience being tried considerably more than it had been mo-
ments before.

He spoke again, decidedly connecting gazes with eyes that matched the silver 
of  his hair. “How are the subjects, Doctor?”

“Growing, sir! They-”

He wasn’t letting her finish many thoughts. “Of  course they’re growing, Patri-
cia. Plants grow - oaks and weeds alike. These creatures are hopefully far more ad-
vanced than dandelions. How are they developing?”

He didn’t take many breaths. She followed suit. “Thirty of  them were healthy 
enough post-preliminary trails to move forward with further testing and-”

“Of  the thirty tested?”

She hesitated. She wished she hadn’t. “Five have lived, sir.”

“And the results?”

Another hesitation. “Grotesque. Yet each is more promising than the last.”

“You’re an expert at ‘promising.’ What’s needed is delivery.”

“We have a subject that we’re beginning trials on this very night. Based on the 
knowledge that we now have-”

“To be frank, Patricia, knowledge is something that I indeed have. You, on the 
other hand, may want to rethink your parlance.”

“I thought we could be cordial, Colton.”

“You continue thinking in such a non-manner and you’ll find this operation 
shut down.”

“Sir, I’m not sure I understand.”

“It must pain you to continuously prove my basest of  points.” The eyes were 
off  in the distance, bored with her yet again.

“Colton, it’s no secret that you haven’t supported the HGL-”
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“And none of  that would matter, Patricia, if  you had anything of  substance to 
offer in this particular time of  your increasingly desperate need.”

She sighed. “Care to explain?”

He adjusted his sleeves, finding even them more attention-worthy than their 
shared conversation. “Not particularly.”

There was only so much of  this that she was willing to subject herself  to.

“Why have you come, Mr. Vice President? We could’ve video chatted this cas-
ual swatting of  flies.”

His expression was unfortunate. “I’ve come at the request of  the President. The 
rest was thankfully open to my own interpretation. And here I am, being offered - 
by you - tours and promises and nothing the least bit worthy of  even that video 
chat you speak of. You’ve been crawling along for fourteen years and you’ve barely 
surpassed any acceptable furtherance in the field.”

“When the President arrives-”

“The President isn’t coming here.”

This was a parry that struck. Unfortunately for her, her reaction was evident 
and the Vice President seemed to be enjoying the fallout occurring in his peripher-
als. “You’ve ensured that.” His tone took on flatter characteristics, driving the 
wound deeper. “The G8 Summit will occupy ninety percent of  his time here, and 
sleep the other ten percent. If  there had been something...revolutionary to show him 
after these fourteen years, that would’ve been ideal. Instead it’s my task to flip the 
hourglass.”

“Funny, I didn’t realize wicked witches had traded in their brooms for helicop-
ters these days.”

“Ah, and now the original Patricia squeaks up. I was hopeful that you had 
curled up and died inside of  that shell of  what used to be a compelling figure on 
the forefront of  hell-bound science. Alas. The beast fights for breath.”

“Vice President, you’re not the only person present schooled in the dark art of  
bitchcraft.”
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“If  it’s anything like your obscene yet fruitless science, Patricia, I’m not wor-
ried.” His tone pulled further and further away, infuriating her more.

“The lab is a FFRDC-”

“Ah, and that’s the thing about being a special access program working out of  a 
black site. I can’t find the Human Genome Laboratory on any official listing, exist-
ing register, or long-forgotten directory.”

Her eyes grew wide. “Are you threatening me with expunction?”

“You have a year to the date.” He signaled the Service.

The fury welled up inside of  her. “You can’t deep-six this program! The strides 
we’ve made in tissue engineering and gene-splicing alone-”

“A year to the date, Doctor.” He turned back to the helicopters, as the rotors be-
gan to turn. “I’m confident I’ve stated this expectation in a manner that your 
brain can easily process. Continue proving me correct.”

“What would satisfy-”

“Mark your calendar, Doctor,” she heard over the aircraft. “I’ve already 
marked mine.”

The hot sand whipped her face and her body shook with enough rage to sink 
her further into the sand.

In an era without miracles, the doctor suddenly found herself  in critical need 
of  one.

He was right in some ways, she reflected as she headed across the vacant shore. 
Just because her laboratory was a recognized Federally Funded Research and De-
velopment Center, by no means had it ever been publicly acknowledged. Only 
thirty-nine of  them were public, and Patricia had heard that the actual amount lin-
gered in the fifties. They had the benefit of  avoiding the public’s ignorant inquir-
ies, and the drawback of  being at the mercy of  the private and suddenly bared 
judgements of  government officials.
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The dunes adjusted around her, sand rising and sinking. A metal ceiling im-
bued with lights motored shut above her, as continued vibrations moved the sand 
into ditch-like formations along side the room. Leaving the beach above her, Patri-
cia continued with her issue, thoughts morphing like her surroundings. Her team 
had mastered many science breakthroughs, none of  them revealed to the govern-
ment as of  yet, as each one was a part of  the greater discovery. That had been her 
decision, and now she was paying for it.

The room continued to shift, and she stepped across the sand towards an open-
ing door.

Key members of  the staff  awaited, but they had seen on the surveillance that 
the Vice President had declined to join them beneath the beach. It did not prevent 
the questions from starting immediately. She ignored them mostly, and they scram-
bled down the hallway to give and request updates.

“We have finalized our in-lab tests on the RiD,” one of  the nurses said, and this 
was the update that Patricia needed at the moment.

She stopped, her team stumbling to a halt around her. Of  the nurses who were 
heading up the RiD evaluations, two stood there, one holding a few sealed vials.

“Try it on me here,” she said. “Here and now.” Her eyes cut between them. 
“I’ve got cameras. I trust them even if  I don’t trust you.”

Ignoring their crisis, she removed her lab jacket and began rolling up her 
sleeves. She signaled to another doctor to bring her a syringe.

The nurse spoke up again. “We can’t verify -”

Patricia rolled her eyes. “Save it. I’m overseeing this entire laboratory. What am 
I gonna do - sue myself ?” She gestured to the surveillance camera. “There’s a re-
cording and a request. Your bases are covered.”

The same mouthy nurse spoke again. “We’ve only tested it on a few of  the-”

“Hand me a vial.”
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Her unrepentant eyes didn’t leave them until she had what she wanted. They 
shrank further back into the crowd. Why had they picked now, this moment, to 
have a conscience?

More questions were coming and she fielded them as was necessary, but the ma-
jority of  her staff  was quieting down. She was doing this unconfined, with either 
confidence or desperation. Only she knew which and why. 

She prepared the needle, observing the clear liquid in the tubes. The Vice Presi-
dent had no idea how far her research team had reached and how big their foot-
print would be. Just because the voyage wasn’t over didn’t mean they hadn’t made 
significant findings. And another was on the horizon. She smiled as she injected 
herself.

A few doctors caught her as she slumped. She hadn’t lost consciousness, just a 
portion of  nerve capacity. Her eyes were still open, but unfocused. Her muscles 
were lax.

“Seat her over there,” one said, guiding them towards a near chair.

Moments after getting her position, her eyes regained their focus.

“Try it on me,” Patricia repeated. Observing their faces, she said, “I’ve got cam-
eras.”

Mouthy Nurse spoke up. “You’ve already done it, Dr. Pat. Check the video.”

Patricia stared at her arm, where the needle had made its mark. She glanced 
past the group crowded around her to the spot in the hallway where they all had 
just been, then back to her increasingly excited team.

“Then it’s successful,” she smiled, and team members made spurts of  exclama-
tions.

“How many minutes have I lost to memory?” she asked the nurse.

“We clocked you at six minutes and twenty-three seconds.”

Patricia stood, rolling her sleeves back down.
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“Bottle it up, kids. We’ve just created our time machine. Now let’s find our fu-
ture. God forbid we leave it to anyone else.”

One of  her doctors hurried along beside her. “Should we test the RiD serum 
on tonight’s guest?”

Patricia paused, considering.

“No,” she decided. “Tonight’s guest is our present. Let’s make it count.”

Kimberly Hamilton's mom was known to use humor as a coping mechanism, 
but when she caught an uncontrollable bout of  the giggles at Aunt Pamela's fu-
neral, that was a brand new low. The sight of  her mother, Delia, snorting and gasp-
ing as laugh-induced tears smeared mascara across her face, caused all the family 
members to stare on in horror. Delia was characteristically quite self-composed 
and when she finally gave in to the emotions of  losing a sister, Kim was among the 
masses that so wrongly assumed that there would simply be a period of  silent and 
graceful tears. Instead there were snorts and mascara smears.

But Kim knew that that was a small nick in Delia’s resilient armor. She rarely 
saw that side of  her mother, that side without control, only on a few occasions dur-
ing church when Delia was touched by the Holy Spirit and would wave her hands 
as dignified tears dropped from her eyes. When attending Kim's baby pageants, 
her mother was known to squeal her appreciation in a teeny burst of  ghetto – 
maybe clap her hands – but never anything as demonstrative and damaging as 
Aunt Pamela's funeral.

But Delia Hamilton was not the only one. Kim’s father Lester managed to do a 
spot-on imitation of  a yowling kitten at his oldest daughter’s wedding. Kim re-
called the vexed expression on her half-sister Shirley’s face, knowing she didn’t 
share Shirley’s disapproval at the time. Yet the moment Delia let loose one last 
chuckle as her sister was lowered into her grave, Kim felt every inch of  her own sis-
ter’s humiliation.
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“Ladies and gentleman, our very own Miss Kenneth D. Wilbanks Academy, 
Kimberly Hamilton.”

Kim blinked, snatched back into the present. As the principal and audience ac-
knowledged her, Kim stood and stepped towards the microphone, her black robe 
brushing against her shins.

God give me strength, she prayed.

Her family was out there somewhere – Dad, Mom, Shirley, and her mother’s 
curly-haired son, older brother Antonio who was probably going crazy with excite-
ment. She had aunts, cousins, grandparents, everyone was there to watch the Ham-
ilton princess graduate. That’s what she was. She served them, pretty and perfect 
in everything. She was their princess; she had belonged to her kin since birth.

She caught sight of  her parents. There was the entire family. One of  Shirley's 
little brats was sitting in her father's lap and had the nerve to wave.

Kim placed the speech manuscript on the podium and laid her thin fingers 
atop the paper. This was the first year in decades that the class president had not 
been designated to deliver the peer inspirational address – senior-class president 
Bethany Kelly had a very unpleasant expression on her face at that very moment, 
perhaps due to that decision – and expectations were high for this oration due to 
her emotional speech at the Miss Wilbanks pageant, which had brought the meta-
phorical house down. The competition was over once Kim finished speaking on 
family values; every contestant that followed paled in comparison.

Standing atop a beautiful float in the city’s rinky-dink Easter parade while wear-
ing her glittering crown – haha, she was cursed to be some type of  royalty one way 
or another – had been only one of  the title’s perks. Amazingly, she found herself  
proud to be the virtual mascot and mouthpiece of  such an excitingly diverse group 
of  students. And this convocation, their actual graduation, was Kim's opportunity 
to speak to them as one for a final time.

“Dr. Paul,” Kim addressed their principal and he nodded in return, “additional 
members of  the faculty and staff, esteemed guests, and you, my fellow graduates in 
the Class of  Conviction.”
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There were already scattered exaltations. Each grade level at KWA had their 
own title. Now that Kim’s class was moving on, the incoming freshmen would take 
the mantle of  the “Class of  Conviction.”

“A great woman once said, ‘Don’t try, just do it.’ You may ask if  this woman 
was Harriet Tubman, Sojourner Truth, Eleanor Roosevelt, or Vice-Principal 
Peachtree.”

She had judged well; the crowd rewarded the humor with chuckles. Ignoring 
the polite reaction, she continued. “It was my mother, Delia Louise Hamilton.

“We the seniors have been told through the years that our education was the 
fuel that our lives would run on. We were told to pass the tests, do the homework, 
ask all the right questions, and know all the correct answers. ‘Know what year 
Hannibal and his army crossed the Alps on the backs of  elephants for the test on 
Tuesday.’ ‘Know the difference between an allusion and an illusion for Friday’s 
quiz.’ ‘Know the absolute value of  such-and-such equation on the graduation 
test.’ ‘Translate this passage into English for the final exam.’ ‘Get out of  the lunch-
room right now’ – even if  the bell isn’t going to ring for fifteen more minutes.”

There were vigorous nods of  agreement from her classmates, for the Wilbanks 
Academy lunch ladies were laborers to a belligerent fault. “We were very rarely 
told to try; most often, we were told to do.

“When my mother told me ‘Don’t try, just do it,’ she was not telling me that I 
couldn’t attempt; after all, in order to finish, one must begin, and in order to do, 
one must attempt to do. My mother was telling me to do, to finish, to accomplish what 
I had begun. For most, to attempt is good enough. For the excellent, accomplish-
ment is the only goal.”

Kim hadn’t glanced at her papers once. She maintained eye contact with the 
grads, reciting her speech word for word as her voice soared into the microphone 
and pealed across the auditorium out of  the speakers.

“It was never good enough to merely study in order to make an A,” she said, 
raising her eyebrows and shaking her head. “You had to understand the questions
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